
instructions for new osf users

adding an institutional affiliation
to your osf projects

instructions for existing osf users

OSFinstitutions

getting started. 

Select Sign Up at osf.io

1 Visit osf.io and select 
Login through your 
Institution from the 
main login page.

Select your institution 
from the list of available 
institutions.

The following steps work only if your institutional 
email address is part of your OSF account. First visit  
your OSF Settings page and verify your institutional 
email address is listed in your Account Settings.  
Then follow the steps below to get started. 

2 

3 Users can now login into OSF via the regular 
sign in process. The institutional sign in 
step only needs to be completed once by 
each user.

1 

User will be directed to complete their 
account creation and an email verification 
will be sent.

4

Login to OSF using the link provided in the 
verification email.

5

For more detailed information on affiliating individual OSF projects with your institution, please visit 
our Help Guides at help.osf.io/m/institutions/l/533260-affiliate-an-osf-project-with-an-institution 

Select your institution 
from the list of 
available institutions.

3 

Select Login 
through your 
Institution. 
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Measure the impact of your work. You can 

learn about visits to your public projects.

All projects are private by default. Public 

projects can have private components; 

private projects can have public components.

Link common storage and citation tools to 

projects (e.g. DropBox, Dataverse, Google 

Drive, GitHub, Zotero, etc.)

Globally unique identifiers for projects, 
components, and files. DOIs are also 
available for public projects.

Version controlled markdown editor with 

variable access settings.

Three levels of permissions: Administrator, 

Read + Write, and Read. Contributors can be 

Bibliographic or Non-Bibliographic.

OSF

who we work with

A free, scholarly commons devloped and maintained by COS used for documentation, files, 

collaboration, and connecting to services for artifacts of research activity. OVER 75,000 

users across disciplines use OSF to manage their research.

Publishers & Societies
Providing powerful tools and services to journals, 

societies, and funders to minimize complexity and 

encourage transparent research practices. 

Research Institutions
Fostering collaborations, increasing research 
visibility, and enhancing transparency at institutions.

Scientists 
Educating and training scientists on transparent, 

reproducible research practices and providing tools 

to engage in these practices.

Developers
Building free, open web apps and programs to 

support and connect the research workflow. 

what we work on

</>
community outreach
Promoting open communities to encourage and 

support shifting incentives and practices to align 

more closely with scientific values.  

metascience
Supporting research on scientific practices to 
evaluate reproducible research methods and  

increase the efficiency of scientific research.

infrastructure

privacy control

analytics

Add-Ons

collaborative wiki

contributors

persistent identifiers

Building and maintaining OSF and related products 
to help researchers and stakeholders manage and 

archive research.
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NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION INCREASING TRANSPARENCY, REPRODUCIBILITY, 
AND INCLUSIVITY OF RESEARCH.
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